
Preparation makes perfect
Lock down data as quickly as possible to preserve information. 
Consider setting up an informal hold process on the back end 
in addition to formalizing procedures for standard legal holds.

No case is too small
Start with a defensible approach even on small matters. Some 
investigations grow and linger for years; an ediscovery platform 
can document decisions and actions at every step.

Have a proactive plan
Identify data sources with short retention policies and 
initiate holds as soon as it’s apparent an investigation may 
come into play.

Outside counsel — to use or not  
to use?

When used strategically, outside counsel can facilitate cost 
savings by creating a targeted strategy and staging and 
prioritizing the review. Consider: is specialized expertise or 
an independent perspective needed? Will a government 
inquiry or litigation materialize?

11 Expert Tips to Consider  
When You Start an Investigation
Reduce stress with better processes, a robust 
review platform, and a proactive plan
We asked a group of legal experts to share their best tips to keep investigations running smoothly.  
Here’s what they recommend:



11 Expert Tiips to Consider When You Start an Investigation

Keep cost and scale in mind
When looking for ways to decrease costs, consider implementing 
a self-service tool that can load and scan data, and scale if the 
matter grows in size or complexity. 

Collection scoping is key
Start with the most readily accessible data (email, chat, personal 
or shared folders), then iterate to be more precise. To determine 
risk profile, conduct preliminary interviews, be thoughtful with 
search terms, and run data analytics (data visualizations) and 
QC on the front end.

Use prioritization to avoid looking at 
every doc

Let technology bubble up documents important to the develop-
ment of fact patterns and timelines. Use analytics and AI to avoid 
reviewing every single document. 

Check in regularly with the review 
team

Ensure the team understands the issues, the people involved, 
and what is privileged on the front end. Check in regularly and 
perform Real-time QC.
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Create a process memo
Documenting every step of your investigation is helpful for 
audits, but it’s also a useful internal tool. If new issues arise, 
you can see what areas need attention.  

Explore ways to save on hosting fees
Evaluate monthly which matters are not actively being reviewed 
and can be moved to a lower cost storage option.

Focus on simplicity
Investigations are inherently complex, with tight deadlines, and 
many unknowns. Pinpoint ways to make the process simpler and 
quicker without compromising the outcome.

Want to learn more about DISCO? Speak to a  
consultant today!
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